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A Guide To The Birds Of Mexico And Northern Central America
An indispensable guide for both the beginner and the expert in identification of birds, emphasizing clues to watch when they are
seen at a distance.
Presents a new identification guide to North American birds with paintings of hundreds of species and information on bird calls,
stages of growth, shapes, markings, ranges, migration routes, breeding locations, and habitats.
Identifying a bird is just a tap away with the Peterson Field Guide to Birds of Massachusetts. Peterson's art, conveying each bird's
essence, and the innovative Peterson Identification System, are all at the casual bird watcher's disposal. 439 species are in this
visual treasure chest. Arrows point to the key field marks that distinguish each species, and range maps tell users where and when
to find the birds. Add in descriptions of habitats, vocalizations, similar species, and an easy-to-use index, and a bird watcher is fully
prepared to enjoy the natural wonders of Massachusetts.
From the brilliant blue of an Indigo Bunting to the scarlet red of a Summer Tanager, coloring your own field guide is the most
enjoyable way to learn about birds. Each drawing is accompanied by a brief description that educates as it entertains. Place the
new color stickers next to the drawings for a visual reference while coloring. Coloring the drawings helps reinforce the color,
image, and shape of each bird, improving your memory and perception while offering a pleasant and easy way to learn. Fun for
adults as well as children, beginning and experienced naturalists alike.
This is the first paperback version of the second edition of the popular A Guide to the Birds of Panama. In the second edition,
published in 1989, the authors expanded information on the birds of Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Honduras: approximately 200
new species were added to the material in the 1976 edition. Over 300 additional species, some of them Panamanian, were
illustrated. Sixteen new plates were added, and three of the original plates were replaced by improved versions. Throughout the
book changes were made to accommodate the explosion in knowledge of the birds of Panama and nearby areas and of
neotropical birds in general. The basic sequence and systematics of the AOU 1983 Check-list were adopted. Also included in the
revised edition was expanded and updated information on birdfinding in Panama, prepared with the assistance of two of Panama's
best resident birders. The book also contains a special section outlining developments in Panama ornithology and conservation. "A
sophisticated treatment of one of the world's richest avifaunas."--The Quarterly Review of Biology
Presents information about 160 North American bird species, including facts about physical features, voice, habitat, food, and a
map indicating the regions in which each species can be found.
"A Guide to the Birds of Mexico and Northern Central America is astonishingly comprehensive, covering the identification, status,
and distribution of all 1,070 birds species known from Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador, Honduras, and western Nicaragua
... [T]he guide shows 750 species and includes many plumages never before depicted"-A single-source reference to the Southeastern area's fascinating variety of birds covers 376 individual species and more than 190
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viewing sites, including national parks, wildlife refuges, nature centers, and public access sites. Original.

Provides information on identification, seasonal occurrence, habitat preference, and vocal sounds of the diversity of birds
found in Texas
This is a revised edition of a widely praised guide to the birds of the largest of the Caribbean islands and the neighboring
Virgin Islands. It includes detailed accounts of all 284 well-documented species known to occur in the region, 273 being
illustrated. The book also contains specific sections entitled "Biogeography" and "Conservation" to foster an appreciation
of the uniqueness of the region's wildlife and to develop an awareness of local conservation issues. The section "Places
to Bird" will help make the stay of short-term visitors more productive. The book also substantially updates the data on
avian distribution and abundance in the region covering records through November 1988. From reviews of the first
edition: "This well-illustrated volume is a must for any student of birds visiting Puerto Rico or the Virgin
Islands."--Chandler S. Robbins, The Quarterly Review of Biology "A valuable and informative guide."--James A. Dick,
The Wilson Bulletin "This well-written book is the first comprehensive guide to the birds of Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. All species, including winter visitors (which comprise 47 percent of the avifauna) are described and illustrated,
making a second volume for identification of North American migrants unnecessary. . . . Aside from being a fine field
guide, the book contains useful summaries of the biogeography of the region and the ecology of avian populations. . . . A
major contribution is Raffaele's presentation of a wealth of hitherto unpublished information on the natural history of the
region's birds."--James W. Wiley, Ibis
Describes the physical characteristics, behavior, voices, and habitats of a variety of common birds, arranged by their
color. Includes the Peterson System of identifying birds by their unique markings.
This eBook is best viewed on a color device. This guide to the snakes, frogs, turtles, and salamanders of North America
aids in the identification of 212 species. Learn: - How to tell the difference between reptiles and amphibians - How and
where to find them - How to separate fact from fable Reptiles and Amphibians includes full-color illustrations, up-to-date
range maps, and a host of fascinating facts about these interesting and unusual animals. Using clear text and detailed
illustrations, Golden Guides from St. Martin's Press present accurate information in a handy format for the beginner to the
expert. These guides focus on what your students are really going to see. They are easy to use: detailed, full-color
illustrations, text, and maps are all in one place. They are easy to understand: accurate, accessible information is
simplified without being misrepresented. They are authoritative, containing up-to-date information written experts and
checked by specialists. And they are portable: handy and lightweight, designed to fit in a pocket and be carried
anywhere.
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For lovers of Alexander McCall Smith, Nicholas Drayson introduces the charming Mr Malik and the East African
Ornithological Society in A Guide to the Birds of East Africa. Reserved, honourable Mr Malik. You wouldn't notice him in a
Nairobi street - except, perhaps, to comment on his carefully sculpted comb-over - but beneath his unprepossessing
exterior lie a warm heart and a secret passion. Not even his closest friends know it, but Mr Malik is head-over-heels in
love with the leader of the local Tuesday-morning bird walk, Rose Mbikwa. Little can he imagine the hurdles that lie
before him. Even as he plucks up the courage to ask for Rose's hand, thieves, potential kidnappers and corrupt officials,
not to mention one particularly determined love rival, seem destined to thwart Mr Malik's chances. Will an Indian
gentleman in the heart of Africa be defeated by the many obstacles that stand between him and his heart's desire? Or
will honour and decency prevail? 'A funny, ingenious and touching love story' Joanne Harris, The Times 'A delightful
comedy... It invites comparison to The No.1 Ladies' Detective A gency books, but it's original and, if anything, has more
depth' Daily Mail 'Sweet, charming and utterly wonderful on the subject of birds' Metro Nicholas Drayson was born in
England and has lived in Australia since 1982, where he studied zoology and a PhD in 19th century Australian natural
history writing. He has worked as a journalist in the UK, Kenya and Australia, writing for publications such as the Daily
Telegraph and Australian Geographic. He is the author of three other novels, Confessing a Murder, Love and the
Platypus and A Guide to the Beasts of East Africa.
Covers the species known to have occured in Alaska as of June 25, 1979, organized by families. Gives information on
identification, status, distribution and habitat.
This is a great guide for people who are often active outdoors, and who are usually curious about birds that they
encounter, but are not always dedicated birdwatchers
This new field guide provides a suite of modern tools to effectively aid in the identification of more than 750 species of
birds across North America. It introduces a "whole bird" approach by concisely gathering a collection of information about
birds into one portable and well-organized volume. 2,000 stunning color photographs of birds in natural habitats show the
most important field marks, regional population differences, life stages, and behaviors 700-plus detailed and up-to-date
color range maps show summer, migration, winter, year-round, and rare but regular occurrences of every major species
A DVD of birdsongs for 138 major species (587 vocalizations in all for 5½ hours of play); each high-quality MP3 file is
embedded with an image of the bird, perfect to view on home computers and portable MP3 players Concise descriptions
of habits and ecology, age-related and seasonal differences, regional forms, vocalization, and informative captions
pointing out the most important aspects of the bird 46 group essays with information outlining taxonomy, feeding,
migration, habitats, behaviors, and conservation status A thorough and accessible introduction to birds and birding
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includes sections on parts of a bird, plumage and molt, food and feeding, migration, habitats, conservation, tips on bow to
become a better birder, and more A detailed glossary of terms, species checklist, and quick index The new Smithsonian
Field Guide to the Birds of North America is perfectly designed to give birders the most powerful and user-friendly
collection of information to carry into the field or wherever they enjoy learning about birds and nature.
Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief profiles of each of the eighty bird families in
North America.
Get the New Edition of Texas’s Best-Selling Bird Guide Learn to identify birds in Texas, and make bird watching even more enjoyable. With
Stan Tekiela’s famous field guide, bird identification is simple and informative. There’s no need to look through dozens of photos of birds
that don’t live in your area. This book features 170 species of Texas birds organized by color for ease of use. Do you see a yellow bird and
don’t know what it is? Go to the yellow section to find out. Book Features: 170 species: Only Texas birds Simple color guide: See a yellow
bird? Go to the yellow section Compare feature: Decide between look-alikes Stan’s Notes: Naturalist tidbits and facts Professional photos:
Crisp, stunning full-page images This new edition includes more species, updated photographs and range maps, revised information, and
even more of Stan’s expert insights. So grab Birds of Texas Field Guide for your next birding adventure—to help ensure that you positively
identify the birds that you see.
"Field guide for identifying birds in the field in Costa Rica. Includes descriptions, range maps, and illustrations of all 903 species definitely
known from Costa Rica, including pelagics and species regular to Cocos Island. Includes alphabetical quick-find indexes of groups and
families on the inside back cover"-This eBook is best viewed on a color device. Spot the silhouette of a Northern Goshawk in flight. Identify the raucous call of the Red-winged
Blackbird. Discover the secret of picking out a Chipping Sparrow from its look-alike cousins. It's simple with this classic field guide, Birds of
North America, a treasured favorite among amateur bird lovers and exacting professionals. Recognized as the authority on bird identification,
this invaluable resource provides: -All of North America in one volume -Over 800 species and 600 range maps -Arthur Singer's famous
illustrations featuring male, female, and juvenile plumage -Sonograms that picture sound for easy song recognition -Migration routes, feeding
habits, and characteristic flight patterns -American ornithologists' classifications -Convenient check boxes to record birds you have identified
-Color tabs for quick references
Covers more than 150 species of North American birds and includes nearly 300 full-color photos, 150 range maps and 500 additional
illustrations, as well as tips on feeding, birdhouses and creating bird-friendly backyard landscapes. Original.
Introduce bird watching to a new generation of birders. Stan Tekiela’s famous Birds of Florida Field Guide has been delighting bird watchers
for years. Now, the award-winning author has written the perfect bird identification guide for children! The Kids’ Guide to Birds of Florida
features 87 of the most common and important birds to know, with species organized by color for ease of use. Do you see a yellow bird and
don’t know what it is? Go to the yellow section to find out. Each bird gets a beautiful full-color photograph and a full page of neat-to-know
information—such as field marks, calls/songs, a range map, and Stan’s cool facts—that make identification a snap. Fun bonus activities for the
whole family, like building a birdhouse and preparing your own bird food, make this a must-have beginner’s guide to bird watching in the
Sunshine State!
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Describing all of Colombia's birds, Steven Hilty and William Brown bring together information on one of the world's largest avifaunas-nearly
1,700 species. Over half of all the species of birds in South America are included, thus making the book useful in regions adjacent to
Colombia, as well as in the country itself. The primary purpose of the work is to enable observers to identify the birds of the region, but it also
provides detailed species accounts and will serve as an important handbook and reference volume. Fifty-six lavish color plates, thirteen
halftone plates, and ninety-nine line drawings in the text illustrate over 85% of the species, including most of the resident birds. Notes on the
facing-page of each place, and range maps of 1,475 species, facilitate identification. Written with the field observer in mind, the text gives
special attention to comparisons of similar species, transcriptions of voices, and comments on behavior, status, and habitat. It also provides
ranges, breeding data, and references. Notes outline taxonomic problems and briefly describe species that eventually may be found in
Colombia. Introductory chapters and photographs highlight Colombia's geography, climate, and vegetation, and discuss migration and
conservation questions, and the history of Colombian ornithology. Appendices contain a large bibliography, a section on birding locations,
and coverage of two of Colombia's far-flung island territories, Isla San Andr s and Providencia. Maps depicting vegetation zones, political
boundaries, national parks, and the most text localities are included.
A compact, comprehensive, and very silly field guide featuring more than 200 of the rudest birds on earth. Effin' Birds is the most eagerly
anticipated new volume in the grand and noble profession of nature writing and bird identification. Sitting proudly alongside Sibley, Kaufman,
and Peterson, this book contains more than 150 pages crammed full of classic, monochrome plumage art paired with the delightful but dirty
aphorisms (think "I'm going to need more booze to deal with this week") that made the Effin' Birds Twitter feed a household name. Also
included in its full, Technicolor glory is John James Audubon's most beautiful work matched with modern life advice. Including never-beforeseen birds, insults, and field notes, this guide is a must-have for any effin' fan or birder.
Presents a guidebook which provides identification tips, information on behavior and nesting, locator and range maps, and plumage and
species classification data on over one thousand species of birds found in North America.
A humorous, illustrated, pocket field guide describing where to find—or where to avoid—the most disturbed North American birds. The Mincing
Mockingbird Guide to Troubled Birds allows anyone to quickly identify psychotic, violent or mentally unstable bird species—and provides the
perfect gag gift for your bird loving (or fearing) friends and family. Throughout the book the reader will discover tales of murder, assault,
mental breakdowns, obesity, drug abuse and infidelity among the birds. This guide is used and recommended by law enforcement agencies
and ignored by leading ornithologists. We are only just discovering the reality of our avian adversaries, with their reptilian brains, their
appetites for mayhem and the fact that they fly mostly to spite us. To ignore the information found within this volume may be at the peril of
your very life. Perfect for: • White elephant gifts • Animal lover gifts • Bird lovers gift • Gag gifts • Funny gifts • Christmas gifts
National bestselling book: Featured on Midwest, Mountain Plains, New Atlantic, Northern, Pacific Northwest and Southern Regional Indie
Bestseller Lists Perfect book for the birder and anti-birder alike A humorous look at 50 common North American dumb birds: For those who
have a disdain for birds or bird lovers with a sense of humor, this snarky, illustrated handbook is equal parts profane, funny, and—let's face
it—true. Featuring common North American birds, such as the White-Breasted Butt Nugget and the Goddamned Canada Goose (or WhiteBreasted Nuthatch and Canada Goose for the layperson), Matt Kracht identifies all the idiots in your backyard and details exactly why they
suck with humorous, yet angry, ink drawings. With The Field Guide to Dumb Birds of North America, you won't need to wonder what all that
racket is anymore! • Each entry is accompanied by facts about a bird's (annoying) call, its (dumb) migratory pattern, its (downright tacky)
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markings, and more. • The essential guide to all things wings with migratory maps, tips for birding, musings on the avian population, and the
ethics of birdwatching. • Matt Kracht is an amateur birder, writer, and illustrator who enjoys creating books that celebrate the humor inherent
in life's absurdities. Based in Seattle, he enjoys gazing out the window at the beautiful waters of Puget Sound and making fun of birds. "There
are loads of books out there for bird lovers, but until now, nothing for those that love to hate birds. The Field Guide to Dumb Birds of North
America fills the void, packed with snarky illustrations that chastise the flying animals in a funny, profane way. " – Uncrate A humorous animal
book with 50 common North American birds for people who love birds and also those who love to hate birds • A perfect coffee table or bar
top conversation-starting book • Makes a great Mother's Day, Father's Day, birthday, or retirement gift
This first and only guide to cover all the birds of the Philippines includes all 572 species known to inhabit within the 7,100 islands that
comprise the Philippines. Illustrated with 72 specially painted color plates showing all species recorded from the Philippines and 500 maps.
A new edition of the best-selling field guide with 25 all-new plates covering the birds of Hawaii. For decades, the Peterson Field Guide to
Birds has been a popular and trusted guide for birders of all levels, thanks to its famous system of identification and unparalleled illustrations.
Now that the American Birding Association has expanded its species Checklist to include Hawaii, the Peterson Guide is the first edition to
include the wonderful and exotic species of our fiftieth state. In addition, the text and range maps have been updated, and much of the art has
been touched up to reflect current knowledge.
The Galapagos Islands are renowned for their wildlife and the pioneering work undertaken by Charles Darwin in formulating his theories of
natural selection and speciation. This guide covers and illustrates all the bird species to have been recorded on the islands.
The easiest-to-use and most comprehensive field guide to North American birds-from the country's preeminent writers on birds and nature
Drawing on more than twenty years' experience as bird and wildlife experts, Donald and Lillian Stokes have produced field guides that are
factually, visually, and organizationally superior to any other books you can buy. You'll find: * All the identification information on a single pagecolor photographs, range map, and detailed description. No more fumbling to match photos with text! * For fast reference-a compact
alphabetical index inside the front and back covers. * More than 900 high-resolution color identification photographs. * An illustrated Quick
Guide to the most common backyard and feeder birds. * Convenient colored tabs keyed to each bird group. * Concise and comprehensive
text, with information on habitat; plumage variation; feeding, nesting, and mating behavior; bird feeder proclivity; and-for the first time in any
guide-population trends and conservation status.
Introduce bird watching to a new generation of birders. Stan Tekiela’s famous Birds of Minnesota Field Guide has been delighting bird
watchers for decades. Now, the award-winning author has written the perfect bird identification guide for children! The Kids’ Guide to Birds of
Minnesota features 85 of the most common and important birds to know, with species organized by color for ease of use. Do you see a
yellow bird and don’t know what it is? Go to the yellow section to find out. Each bird gets a beautiful full-color photograph and a full page of
neat-to-know information—such as field marks, calls/songs, a range map, and Stan’s cool facts—that make identification a snap. Fun bonus
activities for the whole family, like building a birdhouse and preparing your own bird food, make this a must-have beginner’s guide to bird
watching in the Land of 10,000 Lakes!

Provides advice on how to set up and stock a bird feeder, and fend off squirrels and predators, and offers information on
identifying and feeding birds that visit feeders in eastern and central Canada and the United States.
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Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world and is one of the planet's richest places for bird diversity, especially when it comes to
the number of endemic species. Brazil's Atlantic Forest region is one of the most dazzling of all. Immediately surrounding São
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, this area of Brazil is also a relatively accessible area to birders from around the world. In the Birds of
Brazil Field Guides, the Wildlife Conservation Society brings together a top international team to do justice to the incredible
diversity of Brazilian birds. This second guide presents 927 bird species, 863 illustrated, that occur in just the southeastern Atlantic
Forest biome (Mata Atlântica in Portuguese). Of these species, 140 are endemic and 105 near endemic to just this region; 83 of
these are threatened. Modern and compact, this field guide provides illustrations of unparalleled quality, key field marks, and
regional range maps to facilitate easy recognition of all species normally occurring in this vibrant and critically important area of
Brazil.
See a yellow bird and donít know what it is? No problem! This remarkable field guide features 119 bird species (only Maine birds!)
organized by color. Full-page photos, detailed descriptions, Stanís Notes and range maps help to ensure correct I.D.
The culmination of many years of research, observation, and study, the new STOKES FIELD GUIDE includes more species, more
photographs, and more useful identification information than any other photographic field guide. The guide features 853 North
American bird species and more than 3,400 stunning color photographs. And yet it's portable enough to fit in your pocket! The
photographs cover all significant plumages, including male, female, summer, winter, immature, morphs, important subspecies, and
birds in flight. Also included * the newest scientific and common names and phylogenetic order; * special help for identifying birds
in flight through important clues of behavior, plumage, and shape; * detailed descriptions of songs and calls; * important behavioral
information; * key habitat preferences of each species; and * the newest range maps, detailing species' winter, summer, yearround ranges, and migration routes. * a special downloadable CD with more than 600 bird sounds (from Lang Elliott and Kevin
Colver) and 150 photographs: the calls and songs of 150 common North American species.
A birding guidebook provides identification tips, information on behavior and nesting, six hundred locator and range maps, and
new plumage and species classification data on over 750 North American birds found west of the Rocky Mountains.
Offers advice on birdwatching, compares similar species, and describes the characteristics, behavior, habitat, and range of
hundreds of species.
A humorous, illustrated pocket field guide that enables anyone to quickly identify psychotic, violent or mentally unstable bird
species.
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